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The court in The Hague accepted the complaint for violating the

Nuremberg Code of the Israeli government
News , flashes  weeks ago 2

The complaint filed last week in the Hague tribunal for violating the
Israeli government's Nuremberg Code has been accepted. Now waiting

for a decision
Ruth Kiryati 27 Adar 5741 | Friday 11 March 2021 | Israel News system

Last weekend, a complaint was filed in the Hague tribunal by attorneys Ruth Makhachovsky and Aryeh

Suchowolski regarding violations of the Nuremberg Code of the Israeli government and other parties. As

you may recall, the "People of Truth" organization filed the complaint against the Israeli government, which

is conducting illegal experiments on Israeli citizens through Pfizer. "This is a founding party, whose

members are lawyers, doctors, public activists and the general public, who have chosen to exercise their

democratic right not to receive the experimental medical treatment (Corona vaccine), and feel that they are

under great, severe and illegal pressure from the Israeli government, MKs, ministers. , Senior Public

Representatives, Mayors, etc. Therefore, and taking into account the above, we address in your honor two

:main requirements

.Stop the medical experiment and the administration of vaccines to the Israeli public immediately .1

Order the Government to take all legislative procedures that violate the principle of informed consent of a .2

person to receive the medical treatment described above, which denies the legal status in Israel and

Israeli democracy, including avoiding the green passport legislature, giving names of those not vaccinated

.to local authorities, or any other harm legislature

Act with the utmost severity against any public, business and employment entity that violates state laws on .3

labor or other issues required to prevent coercion, coercion or solicitation for vaccination, as well as the

issue of discrimination, against those who choose not to receive the innovative medical care mentioned

.above

We would like to note that a copy of this document will also be forwarded to media channels around the .4

world for breach of the Nuremberg Code. Relevant in all countries of the free world. 5. And as a final

remark it should be noted that only recently a decision was reached in the European Parliament on

77/1/21, ordering all authorities not to exert pressure or solicitation on people to take the vaccine in

Corona in any way. Therefore, everything that is good for the advanced European countries is definitely

" .good for Israel as well - and the balance is self-explanatory
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The complaint was received
in The Hague

Advocate Ruth Makhachovsky told Israel News: "The experiment that Pfizer is conducting in the State of

Israel was conducted in violation of the Nuremberg Code, which belongs to international criminal law and is

" .under the jurisdiction of the court in The Hague. We are now waiting for a decision

Link to the lawsuit:   https://israel-news.co.il/archives/24845
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